
SCRIBE REPORT 

RUN 1726 

  Saturday 2 March 2019 
Fungus, Singha, No 
Hope - The Legend. 
Baan Para 

 
 

 
 
 
The Run & Hares 
GM calls for order and Hares (Fungus, Singha & No Hope) into the circle, in 
addition to the Hares, GM also calls for the RunMaster, Secret Agent Dick Gobbler 
(SAD G). GM explained, SAD G to appoint the Hash Horn Blower. Without any 
hesitation, SAD G, bestows the honour of the Hash Horn Blower, to Mister Fister. 
 

NH explained, there will be no pink paper this week to 
mark checks and falsies …mutterings quickly spread 
through the Hash "no falsies, easy run, easy run ..isn't 
this the walk ! ", our fears were soon laid to rest, when 
NH produces a bag of 
flour, to date, we still do 
not know whether it was 
self raising or plain or 
even flour. For reasons 
that will become 
apparent later in the 

circle, falsies are to be marked by flour !! The usual run 
would be on multi coloured paper all the way around 
and the walk on blue paper 800m after the 
multicoloured. NH then politely asked everyone to take 
care and to enjoy Hash 1726.  
 
The Circle  
GM announces the circle is open and asks for “QUIET !”, unfortunately, Oh 
Yeah! did not hear the sweet tones from the GM and was the first victim of the ‘Ice’ 
‘Ice’ ‘Ice". Hares (Fungus, Singha & No Hope) are called into the circle and 
commented on their ‘Yellow” hare t-shirts … the Yellow Jedi or Perils, these are the 
backbone of the Phuket Hash, Singha has hared 93 runs, NH - 117 and Fungus 43 
runs (all on the same day !).  
 
Annulments 
 
Go Go Trump / Hawaiian Ho - 08-10Mar2019 - Krabi 2019 Outstation Run, please 
refer to phuket-hhh.com website for full details.  

http://phuket-hhh.com/


 
Lesser Dipshit - 06Mar2019 - Tinmen will be at the Tin Mine Kathu Area 3:30pm 
start, please refer to website for On On and Bus Directions. 
 
Jungle Balls - 09Mar2019 - PHHH will be at Kathu Paper’s / JC House, 3:45pm 
start, please refer to website for further details. 
 
GM calls Sweaty Bollox and Fat Bastard into the circle and thanks SB for previous 
scribes and FB for scribing this week. SB again, pleads to Hashers for support when 
it comes to scribing. NH asks GM for a point of order, and commented on how very 
disappointing it was to read “ the best way of getting out of scribing and other hash 
volunteering is by fucking it up” and then not being asked again, this is not the Hash 
attitude or in the spirt of being a Hash member, so please help your colleagues when 
called upon. 
 
JB is called to the circle, GM reminded next weekend is the Outstation Run and JB 
will be the hare for the Phuket HHH for those not going on the Outstation, JB has 
requested “ I want” the horn and pink paper for next week, GM confirmed it will all be 
going to the Outstation Run, so he will just have to blow his own horn. 
 
GM turns to the saga of the 50kg of “Pink Confetti" and explains the Hash nearly did 
not happen. The Yellow Jedi’s (Fungus, Singha & NH) went out to lay paper only to 
find a blanket of “Pink Confetti” covering their trail’s, totally screwing up the check 
backs. GM calls for the guilty culprit to step forward “Wilma, Wilma Willmmmmaaaa”, 
the Pink confetti is from the Bike Hash. GM asks for greater care to be taken 
between the various Hash Groups to prevent further confusion. Wilma is quick to 
point the finger at Manneken Pis for laying the paper, MP did bring to the attention 
of Low Profile, that they just fucked up the Saturday Hash, who apparently couldn't 
give a shit ! GM calls order before it turns into a Bike Hash Circle. 
 

Tequila Slapper (TS) enters the circle and calls in 
several members of the Bike Hash, confusion all 
round, is this the Bike Hash Stewards Spot ?!! The 
circle has been hijacked by the bloody Bike Hashers, 
these are the guys that not only cock up todays hash 
trails but couldn't give a shit and are now running the 
Saturday Hash Circle. Wilma is presented by 
members of the Bike Hash a pink pair of shorts for 
him to keep his crown jewels under better control 
when not wearing underwear. GM moves TS to the 
ice and couldn't give a toss for Wilma’s exposure, TS 

argues she is trying to protect the women of the Bike Hash. TS shows total 
disrespect by throwing a cup of beer in the direction of our beloved GM, calls for "ice 
ice ice”  somehow TS gets away with it, is GM becoming soft in his old age !  
 
GM calls for the Bike Hash GM … Willlmmmmaaaaaa … Shagarazzi is iced for 
contempt of circle. GM explained his journey today to the Hash, turning right at the 
monument driving down 13km as detailed on the Hash Website, however, 8.5km 
down the road Sheeba screams out, GM - quickly puts both hands on the steering 
wheel, oh my god what have I run over / hit, NO Sheeba replies, we've just passed 



the Hash  HHH Sign .. WHAT !! GM checks his 
speedometer and reverses back and there it is the 
Hash HHH Sign going down to the "Fungus (Gibbon) 
Rehabilitation Centre", Sheeba is convinced we need 
to follow the signs, so off they drive and …. no lagger. 
GM gets on the phone, Fungus you “Orribble Little 
Gibbon” where is the Hash, its 12.5km down the road, 
so why have I got a Hash HHH Sign 8.5km down the 
road … oh, sounds like last weeks Bike Hash, at this 
point, the GM produces the Hash HHH Plastic Sign, 
which, was previously stolen from the Expat, can 
things get any worse .. Wilma pipes up, it was a good 
Bike Hash  ! 
 
 
Virgins  

GM calls in the magnificent 7 virgin’s, 7 virgin’s, 7 
virgin’s  .. 1 turns up .. GM without his glasses cannot 
determine from the registration papers whether its 7 or 
1 … turns out in the end to be just the 3 French 
virgin’s. 
 
Visitor Hashers 
Cereal Killer from Ports !!!! 
somewhere Hash, Finn & 
Nils from North Sealand 
Denmark HHH, which, 
according to Finn & Nils, is 

the most beautiful club and Hash in the world. The Blue 
Harlot, our worldwide Has h traveller, commented this 
later having spent some time there, that is was a shit hole 
! GM asked whether they had any Danish Hash Songs, in 
Danish … a song started about the workers going to the 
woods in the old days .. blah blah blah … parlez-vous !! 
thank god they are only visiting. Rooms To Let “The Girl 
From Singapore”, GM explained, RTL is no longer a 
visitor of the Phuket Hash with 6 runs under her belt.   
 
Returners 
Gerbil, Happy Slapper, Where The Fuck Is Fagin  
 
Shirts 
Invisible Man, Drunk And Disorderly both 50 Runs to date on the Phuket. 
UCK despite having 30 odd runs, was finally presented with his 25 run t-shirt.  
  
Hash Steward 
Jungle Balls - Hares (Fungus, Singha & No Hope) in the circle, such a good run, 
double double beers to the Hares. JB compliment the Hares for their immaculate 
timing by getting the runners to the BIG ditch one minute behind the 30+ walkers.  
 



Gorgeous You Wanker & Piss Drinker, JB recalls a true story when PD first time 
on the Phuket Hash, wandering around lost, not sure what was going on, knew 
nothing about Hash names, until GYW came skipping over and shook PD hand and 
said “I’m Gorgeous", PD was then worried for for the rest of the Hash as to what he 
had joined.  
 
Mister Fister (Flour Master) in the circle and anyone that had been trademarked by 
MF flour arse smack, several ladies entered the circle but to everyones surprise so 
did SAD G, rumours have it, he’s been flour smacking for years. For reasons 
unknown, Go Go Trump had more than the flour trademark from MF but was also 
covered in, what, we can only assume, was mud.   
 
Lucky Lek in the circle, last week we saw LL with his plastic bag of “ buffalo shit” to 
put on his plants when he gets home, JB added LL had mentioned to him in 
confidence, that if he cannot get buffalo shit then he uses his own shit … never buy 
fruit from this man under the tile of "Organic Homegrown Fruit". 
 
Butt Plug is called into the circle as joint GM of the Hash, to decide the appropriate 
punishment for a Phuket Hasher. Last Saturday an English hasher invited JB to the 
pub to watch the 11:30pm Wales v England 6 Nations Rugby and insisted that he 
comes. JB rings the hasher at 10:30pm & 11:00pm no answer !! JB decides to go to 
the pub on the off chance the English hasher will show up, which, never happened. 
The question, how do we treat a Phuket Hasher that treats another Phuket Hasher in 
this way ? BP - Saying he would turn up, that’s 1 beer, not answering the phone, 
that’s another beer, Wales won that’s another beer. So, 3 beers and ice ice ice. The 
English Hasher was none other than our beloved GM, well you could have heard a 
pin drop, women fainting, children and Fungus crying, men spilling their beer, could 
this be true ? GM enters the circle to the sounds of boo’s, GM said it was the best 
choice he ever made having to listen to this "Welsh Git". Being the true gentlemen, 
GM laid the blame on Sheeba for not allowing him to go to the pub, the choice of 
whoever sits on the ice, was down to the GM, himself or his wife Sheeba, we all 
know who won this round ! 
 
The Blue Harlot, is called into the circle, BH is a man that likes younger ladies and 
for this session, has kindly agreed to stand in for a paedophile, as no members of 
the House of Lords or the Vatican were able to make the Phuket Hash this weekend. 
There has been criticism by the EU and Australia, that we don't mark these guys in 
any way for what they really are, the EU are in the middle of changing this, by 
introducing a law to mark paedo’s with ….JB fits BH with a vicar’s dog collar, JB 
invites all Australian’s to join BH for a beer. In recent news, an Australian Cardinal as 
been thrown out of the Church for kiddy fiddling, this is another example of “ball 
tampering” by the Auzzie’s. 
 
Another great steward session from JB. 
 
Run / Hash Master  
SAD G in the circle, GM confirms, if anyone would like to do Haring in the future, 
please come and see him and he will help them to get into a slot. The Hairline is 
consistently full, which, is great news and who appears more than others, “Fungus", 
which is great news, Fungus hasn't done so much laying in years ! 



 
Run Offences 
Mister Fister Hash Horn for today, calls in the Hares (Fungus, Singha & No Hope), 
the hares are complemented by MF on putting their brains together and coming up 
with the idea of using the flour today to mark the checks and falsies, unfortunately, 
this was not completely thought through. Every time MF put his hand in the flour to 
mark the checks the flour went straight inside the horn when blown and you couldn't 
see a bloody thing, by the end of the run the horn was encased in a lovely short crust 
pastry.  
 

Manneken Pis calls Mister Fister back into the circle, 
MP confirms he turned up late, which, was nothing 
new, MP asks MF where is the Mighty Quinn I need to 
pay my registration fee. MF confirms Billy Boy was 
doing the registration today, MP Oh … that will save 
me 80 Baht as BB (God Bless Him), passed away 2 
years ago ! 
  
….. And the hairs on her dickie-di-do hang down to her 
knees  …. SAD G no calls for Hash Shit today …. 
Good Run Good Run Good Run  

 
GM Circle now closed. 
 

Virgin Scribes 
  
Fat Bastard & Just Perfect 
 


